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New York Times op-ed columnist Bob Herbert
wrote a column in 2003 on “Civil Rights, the Sequel.” 1 He recited the punishing history of conditions that we associate with the “. . . decades-long
slide into the horrors of violence and degradation
for millions of African American youngsters”—
massive educational failures, drug and gang activity, imprisonment, AIDS, and, increasingly, suicide.
It brought to mind conversations my wife and I
have been having with an old friend who has been
teaching math at a virtually all-African American
high school in Baltimore. Before he began teaching
he spent most of his adult life as a community and
labor organizer, working with low-income people
of color to organize power-building grassroots organizations. We get together every few weeks and
he regales us with “war stories”—about a fire set
and weapons found, students who never show up
or, when they do, seemingly have no purpose other
than to disrupt the class for the few who want to
learn, indifferent and incompetent administrators,
and, of course, his own frustration and exhaustion.
But his most recent revelation was more remarkable than anything we had heard to date.
When I lived in Baltimore 25 years ago, teaching
community organizing at the University of Maryland School of Social Work, it was a scandal in
social work circles that 40 percent of the students
who had begun the ninth grade were not graduating
from high school. Now we hear the incredibly disheartening news that this year’s graduating class at
our friend’s high school has less than 10 percent of
the students that began with it in the ninth grade!
Even making allowances for transfers, both in and
out, and other explanations, the dropout rate at this
one high school is certainly greater than 60 percent,
possibly closer to 80 percent.
Obviously, the Baltimore school system is not
unique. The New York Times reported recently that
the Houston school district, once regarded as “a

pillar of the so-called Texas miracle in education,”
is now revealed to have cooked its books 2 and, in
fact, has an estimated drop-out rate of at least 40
percent. 3 In an editorial, the Times noted that if
Houston “. . . is losing its battle against high school
dropouts, it is not alone.” 4 And in almost the same
journalistic breath, the Times revealed that New
York City’s system is “pushing out” those students
who are performing poorly and thus having a negative impact on the overall test-score performance of
their schools. 5 Apparently, school statistics on students transferring in and out, and therefore dropout
rates, are entirely unreliable—almost everywhere. 6
Not surprisingly, a variety of sources indicate
that on-campus violence at public schools in cities
throughout the country is also substantially underreported. The situation seemingly is that, “. . .
principals, afraid to tarnish their schools’ reputations, are underreporting the problem.” 7 One estimate is that underreporting of violent incidents
may be “as high as 50%.” 8 It’s no stretch of the
imagination to see a link between these violent
incidents and substandard academic achievement.
Both commonsense and recognized national studies
confirm that, “. . . providing a safe, orderly, peaceful and ‘bully proofed’ school environment contributes to student academic success, while having
multiple behavioral problems disrupts proper education.” 9
My recent experience as a substitute teacher at
three all-African American inner-city Baltimore
high schools has confirmed for me what periodical
and scholarly publications have been reporting.
Typical absenteeism in my classes ranged from 25
to 50 percent, similar percentages of students were
disinterested in attempting or completing assignments, and, when queried, only one or two students
in any class had plans to attend college. At the
same time, significant numbers of disruptive students were the norm, both boys and girls, and the

maintenance of class order and discipline required
constant attention and regularly removing misbehaving students from class.

their tools or resources, doesn’t offer a strategic
vision, and doesn’t even propose tactical innovations, which, of course, strictly speaking, isn’t the
responsibility of a journalist.

Who’s Responsible?
Our first inclination is to target the schools—the
board of education, the senior managers, the midlevel administrators, and the classroom teachers—
for the failures. And undoubtedly they have their
share of responsibility. 10 But since Baltimore’s
public education enterprise bears more than a passing resemblance to other troubled big-city school
districts, other variables should also be considered.
I interviewed hundreds of public school teachers in San Francisco in the early 1990s as the assistant director of Organize Training Center and as
the organizer for its Parent Organizing Project.
Repeatedly I heard from teachers that the educational process was better, more capable in every
respect, than it had ever been—but the challenges
had grown far beyond their capacity to respond to
them. Over and over again I heard committed,
competent, and caring teachers say that if they had
three or four or even a half-dozen troubled youngsters in their classrooms of 25 to 40 students, it
wouldn’t be a problem. But a third to three-quarters
of their students were bringing “baggage” 11 from
home that had the effect of preventing the students
from learning or the faculty from teaching.
We have known for decades that our epidemic
public school failures, gang and drug involvement
by youth, teenage pregnancy rates, and the like, are
symptoms of macro social, political and economic
problems. In his column on renewing the civil
rights struggle, Mr. Herbert acknowledged the root
economic and social conditions, including joblessness and racism. He nonetheless called for African
American family members, including the young
people themselves, to no longer turn away from the
promise of their future; he called them to account
for themselves. And he called on civil rights leaders and their organizations to lead a renewed struggle for civil rights.
What’s wrong with these calls? It’s certainly
not the notion that families, including the young
people, have at least a share of the responsibility to
reverse the decades-long decline. It’s certainly not
that civil rights organizations should be doing all
within their power to ameliorate the situation.
But they’re similar to the calls to educators or
police or social workers in the inner-city, or any
other group that has been struggling with the problems for decades: They are exhortations to those in
the front-line trenches—presumably they should do
more and do it better—which may be necessary but
are not sufficient. Exhorting them doesn’t improve

Changing the Context
The inescapable fact is that life will change substantially for millions of inner-city young people
only when the political and economic context in
which they live their lives has changed. And Mr.
Herbert is certainly correct in his assessment that
that transformation will not be instigated by local,
state, and federal governments or, for that matter,
by increasingly lean, mean, global corporations.
There are several outsized obstacles: Far too
many urban areas—especially in the Midwest and
Northeast—are at an economic dead-end. 12 Baltimore is an excellent example. Industry long ago
abandoned the city, 13 infrastructure has deteriorated, 14 the middle class (including African Americans) has fled, the tax base has been wracked, social capital (i.e., a psychologically and physically
healthy, 15 educated, and well-trained workforce)
has been decimated, and the city’s political influence in the state legislature and Congress has diminished to unheeded entreaties to halt the complete annihilation of a formerly well-nourished and
thriving center of commerce and community. With
these conditions coupled to institutional racism and
discrimination, the present prospects for qualitative
improvement in education, employment, and housing are virtually nil.
Their records of malfeasance and nonfeasance
leave no doubt that locally, statewide, and nationally, governments have little or no political interest
and corporations have little or no economic interest
in making major investments that would produce
dramatic improvements. 16 Their shared self-interest
is the renewal of downtown commercial and financial districts, subsidizing hotels, sports arenas, and
tourist attractions, all located within eyesight of
thousands of deteriorating and abandoned housing
units and their disintegrating neighborhood business districts.
If governments and corporations are not going
to initiate and sustain the needed changes, we’re
left with the citizenry itself as the source and sustenance of a solution strategy. The future of low- and
moderate-income families, if they are to have one
that realizes their potential, including that of their
children, has to be bootstrapped.
This idea is certainly not news to the members,
leaders, and staff who have been seeding powerbuilding grassroots organizations in urban areas for
the past half-century. We have harvested a bumper
crop of neighborhood, 17 congregational, issue- and
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identity-oriented, and low-wage workers’ organizations that have been learning and teaching the lessons of effective participation in civic dialogue and
decision-making. These organizations have refined
power and won thousands of victories, including
affordable housing projects, environmental protections, improved health care, public school reforms,
rights for the disabled, gays, women, welfare recipients, and people of color, and living-wage ordinances. Baltimore has many such organizations.
One of the newest of these, BRIDGE 18 (Baltimore
Regional Initiative Developing Genuine Equality),
was launched by more than 1300 citizens in July of
2003 at the city’s Church of the Redeemer.

the extant forms of organizing has within its reach
the possibility of placing public powers directly in
the hands of the citizenry. As Jefferson was convinced, without “public space”—the rights, roles,
and resources inherent in public powers—“. . . we
shall go on in the endless circle of oppression, rebellion, reformation; and repression, reformation,
again; and so on forever.” It was Jefferson’s belief
that the “regularly organized power” of the citizenry would prevent insurrections by providing a practical means “to crush, regularly and peaceably, the
usurpations of their unfaithful agents.”
Withal, the widespread acquisition of public
powers by grassroots organizations will certainly
not render other forms of organizing obsolete in
any way; turf-based organizing, like all of its sister
forms, will always have inherent limitations. But it
nevertheless promises to assuage the alienation of
impoverished urban ethnic and cultural neighborhoods, and other geographic constituencies that are
estranged from civic debate and decision-making—
permanently retrieving government in metropolitan
regions from the domination of centralized bureaucratic monopolies.
Grassroots neighborhood and congregational
organizations, federated through national networks
for several decades, until relatively recently only
had sufficient political wherewithal to play a sporadic role in municipal decision-making on a handful of selected issues. It has not been helpful that
the neighborhood and congregational federations
operate in virtual isolation from one another. During the 1990s, however, the national grassroots
federations began with greater effect to flex their
muscles in state legislatures, winning several significant victories.
The irony of these successes is that they are
followed by a period in which state, county, and
city governments are confronting their worst fiscal
crises since the Great Depression. And for all intents and purposes, the resources required for
growth in grassroots organizing—namely, funding
and availability of professional staff—have reached
a plateau. Without significant enhancement of their
resources, the prospects are bleak for qualitative
growth in their power.
And unfortunately, withal, it’s still true, as it
was more than 20 years ago, 22 that a herd of Texas
longhorns could be driven through the gap between
our aspirations and our accomplishments as grassroots leaders and organizers committed to working
for social development. Although our day-to-day
organizing objectives typically are modest, reflecting incremental improvements in the lives of people at the grassroots, our social development goal
has been ambitious socio-political and economic

Promising Social Development
Possibly the most promising result of the last halfcentury of grassroots struggle for equity, equality,
and accountability in governmental and corporate
institutions has been the emergence of faith-based
organizing. Stemming from a tradition of one-toone, base-building union and neighborhood organizing in recent decades, it is the hope of more than
a million citizens 19 who, with the support of numerous network and training organizations, are its
protagonists, proponents, and proprietors. 20
There are two reasons why we may regard this
genre of organizing as the most promising:
Although faith-based, it represents in its federated incarnation a form of pluralistic civic religion,
the spirit of which is embodied in the words of
Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel:
Prayer is meaningless unless it is subversive,
unless it seeks to overthrow and ruin the pyramids of callousness, hatred, opportunism,
falsehood. The liturgical movement must become a revolutionary movement, seeking to
overthrow the forces that continue to destroy
the promise, the hope, the vision. 21

This is not our father’s or mother’s religion but one
born in America’s public square, one that recognizes our common pressures, hopes, and humanity,
while respecting our different traditions of belief
and practice. And it is growing in the fertile fields
of American spirituality and longing to remake the
day-to-day world in the nearly universal image of
God’s love, widely understood to be revealed in
our reciprocal commitments to righteousness, truth,
and justice, freedom, peace, and kindness. It may
thus be the most promising prospect for attracting
tens of millions of Americans to the banner of enlightened social change.
The second reason why we might regard faithbased community organizing as the most promising
outcome of the last half-century’s grassroots struggles is its turf-based lineage and linkage. It alone of
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advances, to satisfy the broadest range of human
aspirations and interests.
The most widely pursued grassroots strategic
goal to date has been to get a seat at the “table of
power”—an enduring voice in resource-allocation
decisions. Unfortunately, although achieved occasionally at the municipal level, attaining that seat
has had only marginal influence on overall policy
and practice, and virtually no effect on institutionalized political and economic structures. 23 Moreover, the multi-billion dollar monthly negative economic impact on social development of organized
crime, corrupting politics and youth with its illicit
drug industry, and reactionary foreign policy, producing extraordinarily costly misadventures like
the Iraq War, have never even been on the radar
screen of grassroots neighborhood and congregational organizations. Of course, the Bush Administration’s launching of the Iraq War was unsuccessfully challenged by the anti-war mobilizations
of an alliance of progressive organizations.
Winning changes in the policies and practices
of governments and corporations has been extraordinarily important for the people who have directly
benefited. But the political and economic structures
that produce and, much more significantly, reproduce those policies and practices, have remained
effectively unchallenged and unchanged, leaving a
vast population of urban citizens politically and
economically dispossessed and defenseless. As one
community organizer put it, “We’re like a flea on
an elephant.” 24
To our credit, raising the human condition has
been part of the methodology of our social development practice, not simply its ultimate goal; and
the capacity of the citizenry to act in the politicaleconomy is what we have mentored and realized
throughout the process. But sustained development
is impossible without large numbers of organized
citizens permanently and consistently engaged in
their own uplifting—which requires that they have
institutionalized rights, roles, and resources to enable and sustain their action. Such social, political,
and economic restructuring—the advent of institutionalized empowerment of the citizenry—neither
leads nor follows social development but reinforces
it: there is potentially a continual mutual causation.
The ongoing goal is permanent empowerment, the
achievement of legally vested roles for every citizen to act in the collective self-governance, to attain a substantively improved allocation of national
resources, their costs and benefits.

prospects of those who live in them, cannot avoid
three pivotal questions:
• How will the grassroots national federations
increase their organizing resources, especially
funding and staff, five- to ten-fold in the coming decade?
• How will the grassroots national federations
change the political and economic structures
of urban areas to ensure permanent and pervasive citizen influence in decisions on government and corporate policy and practice?
• How will the grassroots national federations
bring about massive, long-range, public and
private investment in urban infrastructure and
enterprise?
Certainly these questions are not susceptible to
simple, quick, or comfortable answers. But some
preliminary proposals may be precursors to the
strategies that emerge in the coming decades.
Forming a congress of faith-based grassroots
federations: In the last 30 years we have seen the
far-reaching rise and impact of national faith-based
grassroots federations (FGFs). Their continuously
expanding role in the historic process of organizing
grassroots citizen power may not be unlike the rise
of industrial unions in the labor movement, representing a qualitative leap forward in building momentum. And the FGFs, mimicking the industrial
unions, will make much greater headway against
the obstacles they face—raising money, recruiting
staff, or mobilizing their members—when they set
aside their well-founded claims to unique innovations and accomplishments in favor of joining together in a congress of federations.
The challenge posed by the distance between
neighborhood and congregational federations appears even more daunting than that which exists
between the FGFs. Yet my own experience as a
staff organizer within both the ACORN and PICO
networks suggests that they have more in common
than might be expected. Much of congregational
organizing was historically, and remains, rooted in
geographic neighborhoods; much of neighborhood
organizing was historically, and remains, closely
tied to faith-based institutions.
Organizers commonly understand the need for
“cross-network collaboration. . . . which has been
thwarted by historic rivalries and relative isolation
of organizers within their networks.” 25 The networks are hamstrung by their own self-imposed
commitment to be independent (read: divided) and
thus “conquered,” insofar as they are consigned to
remain relatively minor players. As independent
networks, they remain inconspicuous and inconsequential in the country’s political decision-making,

Strategic Questions & Vision
A strategic vision for social development, one that
holds practical promise to rebuild the cities and the
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from county and regional councils to state and national legislatures and their corresponding executive offices. If they combine their strategic assets in
large-scale strategies, campaigns, and actions, they
can undoubtedly achieve a critical mass of organized faith-based power, which would dramatically
increase their visibility, their wherewithal to recruit
institutional members and organize neighborhoods,
and their influence on all levels of political and
economic decision-making.
Like all negotiated conflict resolution, the end
of disabling contention between the FGFs and between them and the neighborhood federations is
not a guarantee of permanent cooperation between
them. Perhaps, however, it can make possible the
beginning of their self-interested coordination of
strategies and tactics in campaigns and actions,
ending their isolation without compromising their
independence, and markedly increasing their ability to transform urban life.
Building an alliance of FGFs and Internet
mobilization organizations: Working in tandem,
the FGFs have the potential to take the first step
that will bring about a qualitative increase in grassroots power by building alliances with the newly
developed Internet-based political mobilization
organizations, such as TrueMajority, MoveOn, and
ActForChange.
The two disparate organizational wings of the
21st century grassroots movement have much to
gain from a marriage of their complementary missions. Each can give the other what it lacks: the
Internet organizations need well-organized, mobilized members that act in-person, which the FGFs
have; the FGFs need a capacity for rapid-response
mobilizations, which the Internet organizations
have—and their combined potential would be remarkably greater than what they have individually.
No one should have any illusions, however,
about the challenges entailed in any effort to integrate the missions of FGFs and Internet mobilization organizations. Although both lay claim to a
populist democratic heritage, the guiding lights of
both are mostly operating from the top down. The
strategic managers of both the network organizations and the Internet mobilization organizations,
while genuinely committed to serving the interests
of their constituencies, mostly function independently. They each have a stake in maintaining
their unique identity and modus operandi. Moreover, their issue and action arenas differ markedly—
the FGFs operating for the most part locally and
regionally and the Internet organizations nationally. Nonetheless, there is significant overlap of issues and potential targets of interest.

What might motivate the respective managers
to work toward formal alliance and an integration
of their missions? Possibly they will come to recognize that the citizenry they seek to organize has
an historical memory of inflated rhetoric, unmet
objectives for political and economic change, and
unfulfilled visionary promises of community transformation. And as the primary organizational vehicles of a grassroots social movement, they have a
finite historical window of opportunity to increase
markedly their momentum and their prospects for
achieving measurable social development.
Organizing nonpartisan, metropolitan political parties: The emergence of PACs, multi-state
primaries, partisan-sponsored pre-election polling,
media-dominated campaigns, and self-promoting,
often self-financed political personalities has consigned the national political parties mostly to
backseat driving in nominations and elections, except possibly for their self-serving role in legislative gerrymandering. But, unfortunately, the monopolization of partisan politics by the Democratic
and Republican parties, ensuring their own selfinterest in electoral laws that guarantee two-way
splits of public powers and in tax laws that maintain enormous disparities in wealth and income that
benefit their sponsors, has nonetheless been the
silent but poisonous dart to progressive independent candidates and third-party challenges.
The beginning of a structural response may lie
in a new conception of nonpartisan, metropolitan
political parties. The times and demographics call
for nonpartisan political action in urban regions—
organizations that are focused mainly on changes
in the political and economic structures of cities
and their suburban areas, specifically to bring them
under permanent direct citizen control.
Contemplating an extension of their influence
beyond the cities, no other national organizations
are as well-placed and poised as the FGFs—with
grassroots constituencies, institutional infrastructure, and action-oriented culture—to seed the organizational successors of the electorally moribund
national partisan parties. The FGF’s qualifications
for sponsoring the formation of nonpartisan, metropolitan political party organizations include pluralistic faith-based motivation, a tradition of nonpartisanship, capacity for sustained organizing and
mobilization, and citizen commitment and control.
Implementing a strategy for acquiring public
powers: The FGFs can substantially leverage their
power if, united together and with the neighborhood organizing federations, they move beyond
influencing policy and practice to promoting structural change, including in their agenda the decentralization and grassroots acquisition of public
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powers, the powers exercised or influenced by
those with whom we are continuously engaged in
struggle.
Grassroots organizing has developed a
knowledge base and practice competence in three
of the four phases of social development: building
community, building organization, and building
mobilization. Still lacking, however, is a strategic
vision for the ultimate phase of development—
building and rebuilding institutions. There is neither a grassroots vision nor a shared strategy to
bring public powers under the direct control of the
citizenry. Tim Sampson (d. 2001), a 30-year San
Francisco State University teacher of community
organizing, grassroots leader, and faculty-union
organizer, and a visionary who had insight into the
problem, once declared with his infectious humor,
“We’re in favor of public ownership—public ownership of the government!”
It’s generally accepted that a feasible strategy
for acquiring institutional powers should be incremental, moving from the municipal to the regional,
statewide, and national arenas. But the FGFs have
yet to conceptualize and implement an action strategy at the municipal level that would permanently
vest rights, roles, and resources directly in the citizenry. Parenthetically, the sad but observable fact
is that the ability to extend the reach of FGFs to
regional and statewide arenas has often been based
on an implicit “slash and burn” approach to allocating staff—launching projects, building congregational units, reassigning qualified staff to maintain
expansion, and abandoning newly built units to
long periods of inevitable inactivity on local issues.
More discouraging has been the ability of wellfinanced reactionary, right-wing, and Republican
forces to exert penetrating influence on the major
media and Congress sufficient to bring ACORN, a
40-year-old organization with 30 state chapters, to
the brink of bankruptcy. 26
America’s late 19th and early 20th century urban political disempowerment for the sake of marshalling centralized bureaucratic polities was bankrolled by well-known industrial capitalists. They
knew that their covertly sponsored big-city political machines could no longer deal with the increasingly raucous demands of a mushrooming class of
urban industrial workers. So millions of Americans
continue to suffer the onerous consequences of
their “municipal reform” movement 27—the nightmare of bureaucratized political rule. And unfortunately, community organizing has yet to recognize
that there is a history, tradition, and multiplicity of
legal avenues in the states to acquire public powers
at the grassroots and thereby to radically transform
the governance of big cities. One possible public

powers strategy is described in my paper, “It’s the
Public Powers, Stupid!” 28
Investing in decentralized grassroots public
enterprise: The FGFs may contribute materially to
the sorely needed economic renewal of urban areas
if they become promoters of bootstrapped grassroots investment and control of decentralized public enterprise, a goal that would be much more
achievable with directly democratic control of public powers, such as the sale of tax-free bonds, eminent domain, law-making, etc.
Long-term productivity of a mature capitalist
political-economy that serves social development
requires less dependence on capital-intensive, socially wasteful industries. Their great demands for
capital, energy, and materials tend to restrict the
benefits of ownership and control to a small minority, strain the state’s fiscal capacity to the breaking
point, generate unmanageable wastes and social
pathologies, and leave idle huge reservoirs of labor.
The alternative is for the public to reap some of the
benefits of its investment in social infrastructure by
engaging directly in less-capital-intensive, decentralized enterprise.
Nothing in the U.S. Constitution prohibits the
states from exercising proprietary rights of enterprise; historically several have done so, North Dakota most notably with state banks. The states may
grant these proprietary rights as public powers to
local organizations, either by chartering, legislative
enactment, initiative, or constitutional amendment.
There are unlimited opportunities for smallscale, publicly sponsored enterprise, offering practical routes toward economic decentralization of
the political-economy. More than 2,000 cities own
utility companies. Local governments run printing
plants, telephone systems, public baths, laundries,
theaters, and markets. One city owns a basketball
team, and many others own cable TV systems.
Numerous intermediate, small-scale manufacturing technologies have been well tested over decades of international development initiatives. They
offer means to create potentially productive and
profitable decentralized enterprise. 29 And given the
absence of any economic law that predicts a better
capital-to-output ratio by concentrating capital at
fewer sites, there is also a promise of greater total
economic productivity.
Supported with technical assistance from allied professionals, local units of the FGFs are ideally situated to introduce new openings for smallscale, publicly sponsored enterprise that is directly
democratically controlled, offering practical routes
to reinvigorate local economic activity.
Founding a school of faith-based community
organizing: Lead organizers and project directors
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who have grappled with the practicalities of fundraising for community organizing and with recruitment of community organizers understand the
demands they make on time, energy, and spirit. Yet
it may not be reasonable to conclude that the sole
or even primary cause of too few qualified applicants for organizer training and jobs is the lack of
funding for salaries and benefits. 30
College graduates who are considering career
choices certainly place a high priority on potential
earnings and financial security. But it’s equally
true that choosing a profession is connected to
one’s estimate of the challenges and potential fulfillment it offers, and the availability of advanced
education and training to meet those challenges.
The inability of the FGFs to attract several
thousand candidates to lifetime careers in the profession is inevitably influenced by the ironic lack
of professional education and recognition associated with community organizing. The FGFs have
recruited hundreds of organizers when they need to
recruit thousands. Most have university degrees;
many have graduate credentials and professional
experience. They were hired with the expectation
that they would work with professional autonomy
and competence in settings and situations ranging
from relationship-building with diverse constituencies and institutions to organizing political power
gauged to challenge governments and corporations.
Arguably, given these rigorous requirements, the
lack of professional education for lifelong careers
in faith-based community organizing materially
affects recruitment of staff.
We have many anecdotal indications that fundraising for community organizing has been limited
to some extent by perceptions widespread among
mainline foundation directors, managers, and staff.
They commonly view our activity as grassroots
amateurism and idealism, that is, well-meaning but
feeble attempts to solve large and complex social
problems—which rings true in the light of our
chronic public education, employment, and housing problems. That individuals can be prepared to
work as faith-based community organizers with
one or two weeks of classroom training, followed

by on-the-job training—without the rigorous reading, research, conceptual analysis, and writing requirements of professional education—is not likely
to promote the confidence of major foundations in
our long-term prospects for success.
The lack of professional education ironically
links staff recruitment and fundraising: if we get a
large number of highly qualified candidates pursuing careers as organizers, we are likely to discover
that the conditions which produce them also create
access to more funding; and, of course, if we get
more funding, we are likely to find that we want
more highly qualified organizers.
The presence of a professional school of faithbased community organizing, supported and directed by, and dedicated to enhance the work of,
faith-based grassroots federations (via directors
who are ex officio designees of the federations),
would begin to address the profession’s educational deficit.
Moving Beyond. . . .
It’s regrettable that, notwithstanding the growth
and increasing power of grassroots organizations
through their national federations, especially in the
past decade, their overall influence has been disappointing. To accept the validity of that conclusion,
we need only consider the successes of the institutional forces that suppress social development,
mainly through overwhelming control of Congress
and elected state offices.
Here’s the question we should be asking ourselves: How are we going to move beyond the excruciating consequences of reactionary politics, the
self-congratulatory rhetoric of grassroots organizing, and the discouragement that follows our winning of victories without securing lasting social
development?
The answer: Only a faith-based, grassroots,
strategic vision—driving a unified, well organized
movement dedicated to transforming the country’s
urban political and economic structures—offers
fungible hope of materially improving the prospects of millions of people who have lost all hope.

*
Moshe ben Asher, formerly a community organizer for ACORN, PICO, and OTC, is co-director of Gather the People,
a web-based nonprofit organization that provides education and training resources for congregational community organizing and development at http://www.gatherthepeople.org.
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